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CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS  
SUPPORTING GENOCIDE AND 
MASS ATROCITY PREVENTION  
AT THE MULTILATERAL LEVEL 



THE STANLEY FOUNDATION AND  
GENOCIDE & MASS ATROCITY PREVENTION 

• Through its programming, the Stanley Foundation advances 
multilateral action to create fair, just, and lasting solutions to 
critical issues of peace and security.  

• We see effective human protection as a central peace and 
security need. 

• We believe genocide and mass atrocities can be prevented. 

• The international community needs a strong and full tool box of 
preventive approaches and mechanisms. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through its programming, the Stanley Foundation advances multilateral action to create fair, just, and lasting solutions to critical issues of peace and security.Multilateral action is a catalyst and contributor to improved global governanceAs international actors successful employ multilateral action, habit of cooperation are strengthenedWe see effective human protection as a central peace and security need.The lack of effective human protection is a profound threat to human survival and well-beingPolicy change is neededWe believe genocide and mass atrocities can be prevented.Mass violence is a political tool used by those with power for their own strategic objectives. It is not an unpreventable and unmanageable explosion of existing tensions. Ethnic and other social divisions can be manipulated by the powerful, but genocide and mass atrocities don't occur spontaneously. And that means they can be prevented.The international community needs a strong and full tool box of preventive approaches and mechanisms.This includes the responsibility to protect; the International Criminal Court and other tribunals; UN bodies such as the Human Rights Council, Peacebuilding Commission, and Security Council; and more



Developing 
Tools for 
International 
Support and 
State 
Protection 
Capacity 
Building 

Developing a 
Preventive 
Policy 
Framework 

A FOCUS ON PRE-CRISIS PREVENTION 

Developing  
Institutional 
Mechanisms 
and Effective 
International 
Coordination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developing a Preventive Policy FrameworkDeveloping Tools for International Support and Capacity BuildingDeveloping  Institutional Mechanisms and Effective International CoordinationA three-pronged approach to our workWorked over the last several years to: Advocating & building political will by drawing attention to the need for pre-crisis, preventive policy approaches to genocide and mass atrocitiesFilling analytical gaps by commissioning analysis and convening roundtable dialogues that tease out the distinctions between full governance capacity and state protection capacity and considers how the international community can better enable state protection capacityBuilding capacity by supporting institutional developments at the UN and at the regional level; and promoting strong links between emerging prevention efforts



ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY ACTORS 

The United Nations 
• Office of the Special Adviser s  

• Adama Dieng, Special Adviser on the Prevention of Genocide  

• Jennifer Welsh, Special Adviser on the Responsibility to Protect 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UN office of the Special Advisers:“Institutionalized collaboration”: As far as possible, the two Advisors share a common methodology for early warning, assessment, convening, learning, and advocacy, as well as a common office and staff.“The Special Advisers, alone, cannot prevent these crimes. They therefore work to strengthen the ability of other actors to do so, in particular Member States, the UN system, regional and sub-regional organizations and civil society. In addition, these same actors provide information and knowledge to the Office without which it cannot act as a mechanism of early warning. The Office’s partnerships are therefore central to its execution of the mandate.”



ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY ACTORS 

The United Nations (continued) 

• Annual report of the Secretary-General on the responsibility to protect 

• 2014 report—”Fulfilling our collective responsibility: international assistance 
and the responsibility to protect” 

• Civil society input and feedback 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Survey sent to CSOsCSOs sometimes convene select groups (member states, CSOs, others) to gather input



ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY ACTORS 

The United Nations (continued) 

• Annual General Assembly informal interactive dialogues 

• Engagement of member states leading up to the dialogue 

• Direct civil society involvement 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Events are organized targeting member statesCSOs deliver remarksAlso do post event analysis of country statements



ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY ACTORS 

State-led Initiatives 
• Global Action Against Mass Atrocity Crimes 

• a state-led initiative to prevent mass atrocity crimes 

• focuses on prevention at the national and regional level 

• supports states engaged in preventing mass atrocity crimes and it assists 
states that are considering developing preventive strategies 

• serves as a platform for exchange and dissemination of learning and good 
practices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GAAMAC was created with these goals in mind:ensure effective national architectures for the prevention of mass atrocity crimesappoint national focal pointsstrengthen synergies between the two communities for joint efforts on the prevention of mass atrocity crimesengage with other states as well as civil society organizations (CSOs) on the prevention of mass atrocities at the national, regional, and international level



ENGAGEMENT WITH POLICY ACTORS 

State-led Initiatives (continued) 

• Latin American Network on the Prevention of Genocide and Mass Atrocity Crimes 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tibi will explainAll of these efforts are largely in collaboration with other CSOs, which is important



WHY? 

Civil society involvement can strengthen national, regional, and international policies 
and efforts 

Civil society can be a part of the institutionalization and normalization of genocide 
and mass atrocity prevention 

Civil society can aid the efforts to deepen engagement and build consensus 

Civil society can help fill analytical gaps and bring better definition to policy 
approaches, tools, and mechanisms 

Civil society can be champions for successful efforts 

Civil society can provide needed accountability 
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